Feb., 1, 1964

Jackson: Charlie Cobb

seven more crosses were burned in Vicksburg last night—(this is where Jesse Harris works) == there are voter registrations drives in Vicksburg

Chapel Hill : J.V. Henry

sidewalk march with 350 people. 22 people sat down in cross walks and were
arrested for obstructing traffic and resisting arrest. They have been released
on bond already and there is an action meeting for the evening now—more
arrests expected tonight.

Incidents this afternoon—someone threw a cherry bomb in the marchers
but it didn’t hurt them but hurt a white bystander—she was burnt on the leg.

One of the marchers was struck by a rock on the leg. A beebee gun was fired
into the demonstration but no one was seriously injured. A photographer
had his camera snatched by two bystanders and police took both of the bystanders
and the photographer, but no charges preferred.

both N BC and CBS at the demonstration also Washington Post and others.

Good pre-march publicity.

Dick Landerman, 19, Duke

Andy Meursund, 19, Duke

Buddy Tieg, 21, CORE task force

Rubie Farrington, 17, Chapel Hill student

Walter Mitchell, 19, Chapel Hill

James Brittian, 19 Chapel Hill, chrm. student

coord. comm.

David Riley, 17, Durham

Minnie Fuller, 16, Durham

Lewis Calhoun, 22, UNC

Henry Sandford, 20, Chapel Hill

John Shively, 20, UNC

Leonard Cowan, 21, SNCC field worker

Joyce Ware, 21, NCC student

James B. Foushee, 22, Chapel Hill resident

Arthur Crest, 19, SNCC volunteer

Readville NC

Charles ‘M’ silly, 18, Winston Salem

Pat Cusick, 32, SPU field sec.

John V. Dunne, 20, CORE task force

chrm. chapel hill freedom

comm.

Sherry Sitton, 21, Duke

Bruce Simons, 21, UNC

Peter McLurkin, 19, Winston Salem

Harry Boyt, Jr., Duke (father

in SCLC)